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Closed string tachyons and semiclassical instabilities

S. P. de Alwis* and A. T. Flournoy†

Physics Department, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309
~Received 1 April 2002; published 16 July 2002!

We conjecture that the end point of bulk closed string tachyon decay at any nonzero coupling is the
annihilation of space-time by Witten’s bubble of nothing, resulting in a topological phase of the theory. In
support of this we present a variety of situations in which there is a correspondence between the existence of
perturbative tachyons in one regime and the semiclassical annihilation of space-time. Our discussion will
include many recently investigated scenarios in string theory including Scherk-Schwarz compactifications,
Melvin magnetic backgrounds, and noncompact orbifolds. We use this conjecture to investigate a possible web
of dualities relating the eleven-dimensional Fabinger-Horava background with nonsupersymmetric string theo-
ries. Along the way we point out where our conjecture resolves some of the puzzles associated with bulk closed
string tachyon condensation.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND THE CONJECTURE

One of the most satisfying recent results in string the
involves the fate of theories with open string tachyons. S
conjectured that the condensation of these tachyons co
sponds to the decay of unstableD-brane configurations leav
ing a supersymmetric vacuum~with or without stable
D-branes! @1–3#. Support for this conjecture has come fro
techniques using conformal field theory, open string fi
theory, and noncommutative geometry.

There is in addition a natural picture that emerges whe
the open string tachyonic instability is the perturbative ma
festation~for certain values of the background moduli! of an
instability which also admits a semiclassical description~for
other values of the background moduli!. The simplest ex-

ample of this type is theD-D̄ system where for small enoug
separation there exists an open string tachyonic mode w
mediates annihilation of the pair in the manner of Sen, wh
for large separation the tachyonic mode becomes mas
and the same annihilation instability may be described b
sphaleron solution of the Born-Infeld action@4,5#.

The case for closed string tachyons is much less un
stood. Recent works on systems with closed string tachy
@6–8# have all pointed towards the conclusion that the e
point of the instability is a supersymmetric closed stri
vacuum much like the case for open string tachyons@9–11#.
However not all tachyons are equal. We believe that if
coupling is nonzero, closed string tachyons will have a m
drastic effect on the theory than the open string tachyons
the following reason. For open string tachyons to arise
must have D-branes in some closed string backgrou
~space-time!. According to Sen the height of the tachyo
potential is given by the tension of the relevantD-brane~s!.
At the location of the decayingD-brane~s! one has~before
the decay happens and for nonzero coupling! positive curva-
ture. ~In the case of sayD9-D9 in a type IIB background
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one would have dS space to begin with.! After the decay one
would have a flat closed string background. On the ot
hand the bulk closed string tachyon of type 0B exists alre
in a flat background. This means that the flat space ba
ground corresponds to the unstable point~a maximum or a
saddle point! of the tachyon potential. Even if there is
minimum to the tachyon potential the end point of the dec
will not be one of the known stable flat space backgrounds
string theory. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In @6# it has been conjectured that the end point of t
decay of type 0A or 0B due to the bulk tachyon in the
theories is the supersymmetric type IIA or IIB theory. The
arguments however are dependent on the equivalance of
tain M-theory backgrounds with type 0 and type II in certa
Melvin magnetic backgrounds.~We will review these argu-
ments later.! Precisely at the point where one has the flat ty
0A background however the region in which this equivalen
holds shrinks to zero. This renders the picture of magn
flux shielding considerably less trivial. On the other hand
a very recent paper by Davidet al. @8#, sigma model renor-
malization group~RG! arguments have been used to sho
that the end point of the decay of type 0A in flat space is ty
IIA in flat space. How then can we reconcile the argument
the previous paragraph with this claim?

The point is that sigma model arguments are made i
particular background and give a setup in which perturbat

FIG. 1. The tachyon potentials for an unstableD-brane in dS
space on the left versus the flat space tachyon of type 0A on
right.
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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theory around that background can be done. One can ca
late S-matrix elements for arbitrary numbers of particles
the assumption that the coupling is so weak that the b
reaction on the background can be ignored. Of course if
coupling were exactly zero there would be no back reac
and as the tachyon slides down the potential there will be
change in the background and it is consistent to argue
the end point is indeed type IIA. However in this paper w
are interested in the question of what happens to nonsu
symmetric theories at finite~nonzero! coupling. In this case
one really needs to take into account the discussion of
previous paragraph. In fact even if the tachyon potential b
tomed out, at any nonzero coupling the best that one co
hope for is to end up with a supersymmetric~SUSY! string
theory ~say type IIA for type 0A! in AdS space.

What then might be the end point of this decay~for any
theory with bulk tachyons—not just type 0A or 0B! at non-
zero coupling? For now we note that another end po
seems plausible, that of space-time annihilation. The mot
tion for this conjecture comes from a semi-classical ar
ment first presented by Witten@12# and directly parallels the
case forD-D̄ annihilation. This instability dissappears in th
zero coupling limit and so may only be associated with
tachyonic instability at nonzero coupling.

A precise formulation of the conjecture is as follows. Su
pose we have a theoryA on a backgroundX which admits a
semiclassical instability~determined by an analysis of th
low-energy effective field theory!. Now also assume that thi
semiclassical instability varies smoothly as the moduli de
mining X are varied. If by adjusting the moduli ofX we
reach a region in which the semiclassical analysis is inv
~but otherwise would lead to an instability!, and we are in-
stead afforded a perturbative description of the quan
theory Y, then the semiclassical instability should be r
flected by a tachyonic instability in the perturbative descr
tion Y. In addition, the end point of both instabilities are
be identified.

We may consider a strong and weak form of the conj
ture above distinguished as follows:

Strong: A semiclassical instability as described above p
dicts the existence of a tachyonic perturbative description
the resulting theory and we should identify the end point
condensation of the tachyon with that of the semiclass
instability.

Weak: A semiclassical instability as described above
be related to the tachyonic mode whenever it exists i
perturbative description of the resulting theory by identific
tion of the end points of the instabilities.

The weak form allows for theories which do not reduce
tachyonic perturbative descriptions. We will see examples
each case below.

The conjecture above will in many cases involve extra
lations from strong coupling regions. As the systems are n
supersymmetric, such extrapolations are unprotected
hence we do not know how to prove them. Support for t
conjecture comes from three directions.~1! The close anal-
ogy to open string tachyons in unstableD-brane systems fo
which there is much support.~2! The existence of closed
string tachyons in perturbative limits of systems exhibiti
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semiclassical instabilities.~3! The fact that flat space deca
end points do not seem plausible for finite coupling as arg
above.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next secti
~Sec. II A! we will first apply the conjecture in systems wit
an eleven-dimensional starting point. These are important
cause their perturbative limits involve the well known te
dimensional string theories. Starting with semiclassically u
stable circle and interval compactifications of M theory w
identify the tachyonic perturbative limits involving type 0
or 0B and nonsupersymmetric heterotic strings on flat ba
grounds, Melvin magnetic backgrounds, and noncompact
bifolds. We then move on in Sec. II B to similar conside
ations for ten-dimensional starting points which admit
greater degree of control and in many instances may be
lated to the eleven-dimensional cases by a ‘‘9-11’’ flip du
ity. Along the way we will encounter several situations f
which recent analyses have led to conflicting conclusio
and we will discuss these issues. We end with some con
sions ~in particular for using the Scherk-Schwarz! mecha-
nism for SUSY breaking and directions for future work.

II. APPLICATIONS OF THE CONJECTURE

A. 11D\10D

In this section we will discuss circle and interval compa
tifications of M theory. The semiclassical instabilities arise
the eleven-dimensional low-energy gravity theory as a re
of the Kaluza-Klein structure of the vacuum. We adapt s
eral results from@13# to the case of ten noncompact dime
sions and discuss our own ideas on the relevance of the s
classical decay evolution. Identification of perturbative stri
limits requires an extrapolation from strong to weak coupli
and in the absence of supersymmetry is unprotected.

1. Twisted circle M10ÃSR,B
1

Consider eleven-dimensional M theory on a backgrou
which locally resemblesM103S1

ds11
2 52dt21dr21r2df21dyidyi1dx11

2 , i 53, . . . ,9
~1!

but differs globally by the nontrivial identifications:

x11;x1112pn1R ~2!

f;f12pn1BR12pn2 .

We designate such a ‘‘twisted’’ circle bySR,B
1 . Let us choose

a periodic spin structure for theSR
1 . The twist parameterB

takes values 0<uBu,2/R. ForB50 this is a supersymmetric
compactification while forBÞ0 the spacetime supersymm
try is completely broken. The effective theory governing t
low-energy dynamics will generically incorporate Einstei
Hilbert gravity. It has been known for some time that grav
on a Kaluza-Klein background of this form exhibits a sem
classical instability towards the annihilation of spacetim
~first discussed for five dimensions in@14,15# and later ex-
tended to eleven dimensions in@10#!. This instability is me-
5-2
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CLOSED STRING TACHYONS AND SEMICLASSICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 026005 ~2002!
diated by a bounce solution that takes the form of an elev
dimensional Euclidean Kerr black hole solution:

ds11
2 5S 12

m

r 6S
D dx0

22
2ma sin2u

r 6S
dx0df

1
S

r 22a22mr 26
dr21Sdu2

1
sin2u

S F ~r 22a2!S2
m

r 6
a2sin2uGdf2

1r 2cos2u~dx21sin2xdV6
2! ~3!

whereS[r 22a2cos2u, m is the black hole mass paramete
a is a single complexified angular momentum parame
and we have writtendV7 asdx21sin2xdV6 for later conve-
nience. The identifications~2! are most easily expressed
eleven-dimensionalSO(2)-coordinates onS1:

t,r,f (2p),x3,x4 ,x5 ,x6 ,x7 ,x8 ,x9 ,x11

but the instanton is more easily expressed
SO(9)-coordinates onS8:

x0 ,r ,u (p/2),f (2p),x (2p),u1
(p) ,u2

(p) ,u3
(p) ,u4

(p) ,u5
(p) ,u6

(p) .

To match the bounce solution~3! to the unstable backgroun
~1!,~2! the background parameters must satisfy

R5
m

4r H
7 23a2r H

5
~4!

B5
ar H

6

m
2

a

uauR

wherer H is the location of the Euclidean black hole horizo
satisfying

r H
2 5a21

m

r H
6

. ~5!

The coordinate singularity sets a lower bound on the rang
the radial coordinate

r>r H . ~6!

To estimate the decay rate we evaluate the Euclidean actI
for the bounce solution~3! and calculateG;e2I . This evalu-
ates to

G;e2p5mR/96G11 ~7!

where G11 is the eleven-dimensional Newton’s consta
Evaluating the decay rate in terms of the background par
etersR,B involves untangling expressions~4!, ~5! which can
be quite difficult. The task simplifies for two important p
rameter regions@15#:
02600
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For uBu;0 the expression form reduces to m

5( 7
2 )7(R/uBu7), which clearly diverges foruBu→0. The de-

cay rate vanishes rendering the theory stable against
semiclassical instability.

For uBu51/R ~corresponding toa50) the expression
simplifies to m5(4R)8. One can demonstrate that this
actually a minimum ofm(B) and hence represents the mo
unstable background.

In fact we have found with some numerical work that t
decay rate is a monotonically decreasing function ofR for
fixed BÞ0 indicating the expected stability of the decom
pactified theory and in turn the maximum instability of th
theory asR→0. For fixedR one can also demonstrate th
the decay rate is a monotonically increasing function forB
increasing from 0→1/R beyond which it monotonically de
creases asB approaches 2/R.

The evolution of the background~1!,~2! after the decay is
determined by finding a zero-momentum surface in
bounce solution and using this as inital data for an anal
continuation back to Lorentzian signature. Such a ze
momentum surface is given byx5p/2, so we may continue
Eq. ~3! by sendingx→p/21 i t to obtain

ds11
2 5S 12

m

r 6S
D dx0

22
2ma sin2u

r 6S
dx0df

1
S

r 22a22mr 26
dr21Sdu2

1
sin2u

S F ~r 22a2!S2
m

r 6
a2sin2uGdf2

1r 2cos2u~2dt21cosh2tdV6!. ~8!

To get a feel for what the metric above describes let
first identify the spatial infinity limit with the pre-decay ge
ometry. This is nontrivial owing to the double analytic co
tinuation (t→ ix0 , x→p/21 i t) that we have used to get t
this expression. Just after the decay the geometry far f
the decay nucleus should be in its pre-decay form. Evalu
ing Eq. ~8! for r→` we find

ds11
2 ~r→`!;dx0

21dr21r 2du21r 2sin2udf22r 2cos2udt2

1r 2cos2u cosh2tdV6 . ~9!

In this form it is not obvious that this metric describes a
ymptotically flat space. To see this we first introduce rad
coordinates (r̂, r̂ ) defined by

r̂5r sinu ~10!

r̂ 5r cosu

and then introduce ‘‘flat’’ coordinates

r̃ 5 r̂ cosht ~11!

t̃5 r̂ sinht.
5-3
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In these coordinates Eq.~9! takes the form

ds11
2 ~r→`!;dx0

21dr̂21 r̂2df21dr̃21 r̃ 2dV62dt̃2

~12!

which clearly describes a flat eleven-dimensional spaceti
The full post-decay metric expressed in these flat coo

nates is extremely complicated, however the most strik
feature of the decay scenario is easily seen as a result o
~11!. Note that the coordinate redefinitions imply

r̃ 21 r̂22 t̃25r 2. ~13!

A trivial algebraic rearrangement of Eq.~13! combined
with the coordinate minimum forr in Eq. ~6! implies the
existence of a totally geodesic submanifold which is grow
in time

~ r̃ 21 r̂2!min5r H
2 1 t̃2. ~14!

For the coordinate region inside of the expanding bubbler̃ 2

1 r̂2,r H
2 1 t̃2 the metric degrees of freedom cease to ex

This is the ‘‘bubble of nothing’’ annihilation of spacetim
first described by Witten@12,16#. It is a difficult picture to
consider but is strikingly reminiscent of the idea of a pure
topological phase of gravity. One should here consider
corresponding story for unstable open string theories
which the decay~either via condensation of tachyons
sphaleron mediated semiclassical processes! often leads to an
annihilation of the open string degrees of freedom. For
stableD-branes one always has the closed string vacuum
leave behind, but for an unstable closed string vacuum
natural result seems, though perfectly analogous, cons
ably more catastrophic.

A great deal of discussion has been aimed at elucida
the picture of this semiclassical decay in terms of a dim
sionally reduced theory@6,13–15#. This has led to a numbe
of seemingly strange equivalences. A very simple exam
involves two different ten-dimensional descriptions of t
same eleven-dimensional process@17#. In one case the deca
involves spacetime falling into a pointlike singularity at a
ever increasing rate, while the other description resem
the ~considerably less catastrophic! shielding of a Kaluza-
Klein magnetic field via pair production of magnetic mon
poles@18#. While these are certainly very interesting resu
we take here the view that exactly when a Kaluza-Klein
duction becomes appropriate we lose the eleven-dimensi
classical gravity approximation used in these calculations
sufficiently small length scales quantum M-theory effects
come important. The appropriate quantum description
many cases will be in terms of a perturbative string theory
the reduced background. We should not concern ourse
with the dimensionally reduced picture of the semiclass
instability. Instead we should look for perturbative manife
tations of this instability. Why then identify the end points
the semiclassical and perturbative decays? Again a chief
tivation is the analogy with unstable open string theor
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where we see the semiclassical instability described in@4,5#
go over to the tachyonic instability elucidated by Sen
@1–3#.

If the size of the radius shrinks below the eleve
dimensional Planck lengthR, l P then the eleven-
dimensional gravity approximation used above breaks do
However we are in most cases afforded a description of
resulting dynamics in terms of weakly coupled string theo
For B50 this of course reduces to supersymmetric type
strings in a flat background. The bounce action above
verges for this particular case reflecting that the elev
dimensional theory is actually supersymmetric and he
stable. We will now move on to the unstableBÞ0 cases and
discuss their perturbative limits.

2. Melvin models

For values of 0<uBu,1/R andR, l P we may reduce the
background~1!,~2! along the Killing vectorl 5]x11

2B]f to
obtain a Melvin magnetic flux tube background~a fluxbrane!
@13,14# which is described by

ds10
2 5L1/2~2dt21dr21dyidyi !1L21/2r2df̃2 ~15!

e4F/35L511r2B2 ~16!

Af̃5
Br2

2L
⇒ 1

2
FmnFmnur505B2 ~17!

where f̃[f2Bx11. This curved ten-dimensional back
ground incorporates an axially symmetric RR two-form fie
strength parametrized by its central (r50) valueB, and a
nontrivial dilaton which grows as we move away from th
r50 hyperplane forBÞ0. To determine the perturbativ
content of the theory we should recall that the eleve
dimensional starting point was M theory on a flat Kaluz
Klein background. For the periodic choice of spin structu
on theSR

1 factor and forB50 this reduces to type IIA strings
on M10 as discussed above. ForBÞ0 we should then obtain
type IIA strings propagating on the Melvin background@19#.

Quantizing strings on the background~15!, ~16!, ~17!
faces the twin difficulties of incorporating RR flux and
curved geometry and is beyond current understanding.
plying the strong form of the conjecture discussed in
introduction would however imply that the correspondi
closed string fluctations should admit at least one tachyo
mode whose condensation would also lead to the annih
tion of the spacetime.

The theory foruBuÞ0 is continuously connected to th
supersymmetric type IIA vacuum. It may seem natural t
condensation of a closed string tachyon would in this c
relax the value ofuBu to zero, restoring the supersymmetr
vacuum@20#. In this sense the Melvin magnetic flux woul
represent an excited state in the type IIA theory, decaying
flux dissipation@21#. However the Melvin background doe
not merely constitute weakly coupled type IIA string theo
with some additional unstable flux. As one can see from
nontrivial dilaton profile~16! a description in terms of any
5-4
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weakly coupled string theory will only be possible in th
spatial regionR,r,1/uBu; see Fig. 2.

For r,R we invalidate the Kaluza-Klein ansatz, whi
for r.1/uBu the string coupling becomes strong. In eith
case we must utilize the eleven-dimensional description.

3. Critical Melvin and type 0A: The Scherk-Schwarz circle

For uBu51/R the effect of the twisted identifications~2! is
to accompany a 2pR translation inx11 ~generated byn1
→n111) with a 2p rotation in f. This forces fermions to
pick up a21 when transported around the compact cir
@so called Scherk-Schwarz~SS! boundary conditions@22##
and leaves bosons unaffected. Our starting point was a p
odic spin structure on theSR

1 so the net effect ofuBu51/R is
to exactly reverse this choice of spin structure. Thus one m
consider the ‘‘critical’’ case ofuBu51/R in either of two
ways:

(a) Periodic spin structure on SR
1 and uBu51/R. This case

will again reduce to type IIA strings propagating on a Melv
magnetic background. However in this critical case~Fig. 3!
the theory is nowhere described by a weakly coupled t
dimensional string theory since the relevant region shrink
zero.

(b) Antiperiodic spin structure on SR
1 and uBu50. In this

case the resulting ten-dimensional background is flatM10.
Bergman and Gaberdiel have considered M theory comp
tified on a Scherk-Schwarz circle and conjectured that
appropriate perturbative degrees of freedom are type
strings @23,24#. While this conclusion is still unverified i
agrees with our conjecture in the sense that the spectru
type 0A strings onM10 admits a closed string tachyon. Th
end point of condensation of the type 0A closed str
tachyon would then be identified with the annihilation
spacetime.

Thus far only the special casesuBu50,1/R admit realiable
perturbative information. The presence of RR flux and
curvature of spacetime foruBuÞ0, 1/R renders even a spec
trum calculation beyond our reach, however, we will la
discuss similar models in nine dimensions for which the f
spectrum is trivially obtained.

FIG. 2. Radial range of weakly coupled 10D physics for a no
critical Melvin background.

FIG. 3. Radial range of perturbative descriptions for a criti
Melvin background.
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4. Noncompact orbifolds

When the twist parameter takes special values of the fo
uBu51/NR or uBu51/R11/NR we can performSL(2,Z)
transformations on the (x11,f) compactification torus and
reduce to a ten-dimensional background of the form@6#

ds10
2 5hmndxmdxn1dr̂21

r̂ 2

N2
df̂2 ~18!

e4F/35N2 ~19!

Af̂5
1

2
R

N21

N
. ~20!

The resulting spacetime is that of a noncompact orbif
with the fundamental region a cone of deficit angle 2p/N.
The dilaton in this case is constant throughout the spacet
If we start with periodic spin structure on theSR

1 then for
uBu51/NR the correct perturbative degrees of freedo
involve type 0A strings. For periodic spin structure o
the SR

1 and uBu51/R11/NR we transform to B85B
2(B/uBu)(1/R) and reverse the spin structure as in S
II A 3. This reduces to type IIA strings propagating on th
orbifold background~18!,~19!,~20!.

Even though the geometry is locally flat, string quantiz
tion on this background is difficult owing to the presence
the Ramond-Ramond~RR! Wilson line. Our conjecture
would imply the existence of a tachyonic instability in th
perturbative description for eitheruBu51/NR or uBu51/R
11/NR with the end point of its condensation involving th
annihilation of spacetime.

This result seems to contradict the conclusions reache
@7# where it was found that the effect of tachyon conden
tion in noncompact orbifolds is to ‘‘un-orbifold’’ the theory
restoring the ‘‘underlying’’ supersymmetric closed strin
vacuum. This deserves some discussion. Among the a
ments in@7# was the observation that the orbifold fixed pla
represents a curvature singularity in a locally flat spacet
which may be viewed as a localized excitation above
underlying background. In fact for the special casesZN with
N odd it was pointed out that the closed string tachyons
localized to the orbifold fixed plane and by an analogy w
open string tachyons localized to unstableD-branes represen
an instability towards decay of the localized energy dens
restoring the supersymmetric vacuum. The elegant anal
in @7# is sound, however when one tries to apply their co
clusions to the present scenario we find some obstacles

First of all the analysis was performed in the zero co
pling limit. As we argued in the introduction, for zero cou
pling the tachyon may condense without affecting the und
lying background. We expect that for nonzero coupling t
tachyon will have a more dramatic effect on the backgrou
Secondly to connect these orbifolds to the twisted cir
compactifications discussed above one must include the
Wilson line ~20!. In @7# the spectrum of the theory was com
puted without incorporating any Wilson line. As we hav
mentioned earlier including the RR Wilson line is difficul
however one can circumvent this difficulty by looking at th

-

l
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corresponding situation obtained by compactifying a t
dimensional theory on a twisted circle. In this case the W
son line will arise in the Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-Schw
~NSNS! sector and the spectrum can be evaluated exa
We will discuss these in more detail in Sec. II B but for no
we point out that one important effect of including the W
son line is the localization of closed string tachyons for a
value of 0,uBu,1/R ~particularly uBu51/NR with N even
or odd!. In addition the ‘‘curvature singularity as a localize
excitation above a flat background’’ argument needs to
reconsidered. For a Wilson line of the form~20! the ten-
dimensional geometry actually lifts to a flat eleve
dimensional geometry which is everywhere regular. Prob
distances very close to the orbifold fixed plane invalida
the Kaluza-Klein ansatz and we should replace the redu
theory by its eleven-dimensional interpretation.

5. The Scherk-Schwarz interval M10ÃI L
SS

Consider now Horava-Witten~HW! theory @25,26#, i.e.,
eleven-dimensional M theory compactified on a line segm
of length L. In addition to the bulk degrees of freedo
anomaly cancellation requires anE8 gauge theory to live on
each ten-dimensional wall bounding the bulk spacetime.
binger and Horava~FH! considered the scenario that resu
from reversing the chirality of fermions living on one of th
walls @27#. This breaks the spacetime supersymmetry a
renders the theory unstable. FH demonstrated the exist
of an attractive Casimir force between the walls and th
went on to discuss a semiclassical instability towards form
tion of a wormhole-like tube connecting the two walls, t
interior of which has no metric degrees of freedom. This tu
grows radially outward eating up both theE8 walls and the
bulk spacetime. This system is equivalent to a compactifi
tion of M theory on a Scherk-Schwarz circle of radiusL/p
followed by aZ2 orbifolding. This may be viewed as aZ2

orbifolding of the critically twisted circleSL/p,p/L
1 discussed

in Sec. II A 3. The relevant bounce solution is simply theZ2
invariant form of Eq.~3! evaluated atRFH5L/p and B
5p/L:

ds11
2 5S 12

m

R8D dx11
2 1S 12

m

R8D 21

dr2

1r 2~dx21sin2xdV8!. ~21!

For the critical case we may easily express the mass pa
eterm in terms of the background parameters

m5S 4L

p D 8

. ~22!

Borrowing expression~7! for the decay rate we find

G;e2211L9/3p4G11. ~23!

Analysis of the post decay evolution proceeds along the li
of Sec. II A 1. The picture is that of aZ2 projection of Wit-
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ten’s spherically symmetric bubble of nothing expanding
time. We now discuss two possible perturbative limits of t
FH scenario.

6. The case of the shrinking interval M10ÃI L\0
SS

Consider the situation where the twoE8 walls come to-
gether. ForL; l P the eleven-dimensional gravity approxim
tion breaks down. We might anticipate a result similar to t
HW case for which the appropriate description as the twoE8
walls come together is in terms of weakly coupled hetero
E83E8 string theory (HE83E8

susy ) on M10. For the case of FH
the resulting perturbative string description must have b
ken supersymmetry. Furthermore, our conjecture in its str
form would imply that the resulting string theory shou
have a tachyonic mode which mediates the annihilation
spacetime. There are seven candidate nonsupersymm
heterotic string theories@28#. Their relevant properties ar
summarized in Table I.

To identify the best candidate theory we consider
membrane world-volume anomaly analysis of HW@26#. For
a topologically stabilized membrane wrapping a largeSx9

1

and stretched between the two walls, the right-moving9
fermions @29# induce a three-dimensional gravitation
anomaly since the world volume has orbifold singularitie
i.e. it is not a smooth manifold. To cancel this anomaly o
must add left-moving current algebra modes withc516.
Since the anomaly is localized and evenly distributed
tween the two boundaries of the world volume, the curr
algebra modes should be evenly distributed between the
ends as well. In the HW case spacetime supersymmetr
preserved, and the only supersymmetric string theory w
this world-sheet structure is theHE83E8

susy theory @30#. If the
spacetime supersymmetry is broken, as in the case at h
then we should look for nonsupersymmetric strings with t
world-sheet structure. Only two of the seven cases above
of this type; theHE83SO(16) and HSO(16)3SO(16) theories.
There are two additional reasons which lead to the choice
HE83SO(16) as theL→0 limit of FH. Motivated by our con-
jecture, we choose the only one of these two that is tac
onic. This would follow from the strong form of the conjec
ture. An indication that this is plausible was worked out
@27# where the mass of a membrane state stretched betw
the two walls was calculated and shown to become tachyo
when the two walls are sufficiently close, i.e.L, l P . Of
course the membrane energy calculation becomes inv
precisely in this regime, but it does seem indicative o

TABLE I. Consistent nonsupersymmetric heterotic string the
ries in ten dimensions.

Gauge symmetry Tachyon representation Chira

HSO(16)3SO(16) tachyon-free yes
HSO(32) (32v) no
HSO(8)3SO(24) (8v,1) yes
HSU(16)3SO(2) (1,2v) yes
HSO(16)3E8 (16v,1) yes
HE73SU(2)3E73SU(2) (1,2,1,2) yes
HE8 (1) no
5-6
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FIG. 4. Compactifications of
HW and FH on transverse circles
The charges carried by the orien
tifold planes are explicitly desig-
nated.
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continued instability of the theory. Furthermore, the Glioz
Scherk-Olive ~GSO! constraints which lead to th
HE83SO(16) theory differ from those that lead to theHE83E8

susy

theory by a twist of exp(ipFB) which affects only half of the
left moving current algebra modes@31#. It may seem odd tha
the gauge group is broken asymmetrically as the two-w
come together since there seems to be no ‘‘preferred’’ w
However bothE8 and SO(16) require 16 current algebr
fermions on the corresponding worldsheet so in a sense
walls are on equal footing. The effect of ‘‘flipping’’ one o
the E8 walls on the M-theory side must translate into
modification of the GSO projection on one of the two sets
16 current algebra fermions on the heterotic string wo
sheet. In any case, the two walls coming together ventu
through intermediate coupling regions~for which there is no
known description! unprotected by supersymmetry, rende
ing the specific mechanism behind the spacetime gauge s
metry breaking difficult to study.

7. The case of the shrinking transverse circle
M 9ÃSR\0

1 ÃI LÄf inite
SS

Now consider the FH background keeping the Sche
Schwarz interval lengthL large and further compactifying
the theory on a transverse circleSR

1 with a periodic choice of
spin structure. ForR, l P we should be able to describe th
system by a nonsupersymmetric variant of the familiar ty
I8 theory ~type 08) as shown in Fig. 4.

In the familiar supersymmetric case type I8 is obtained
from type IIA compactified on a circle by dividing out by th
Z2 symmetryg5IV whereV is the world sheet orientation
reversal andI : x9→2x9. In the original M-theory picture of
the FH construction the reversal of orientation of one of
E8 walls may be accomplished by dividing the theory by
additional Z2 symmetry generated byg85S(21)Fs giving

M93SR
13SL/p

1 /~Z23Z28! ~24!
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where in the M-theory case the firstZ2 is generated
by just the reflection. Thus the theory that we get on red
tion to ten dimensionsR→0 should be type IIA on
M93SL/p

1 /(Z23Z28) where the two symmetries are generat
by g andg8. This is equivalent to a theory defined in@32,33#
and has an orientifold 8-plane at one fixed point and an a
orientifold at the other fixed point. There is no need to a
D-branes to cancel RR tadpoles but getting flat space wo
require the cancellation of the NSNS tadpoles and t
would entail the presence of 16D8-branes and 16
D8-branes with the passage to the corresponding M the
case possible when the former are coincident with the or
tifold plane and the latter with the anti-orientifold plan
Thus this limit of the FH theory is simply an orientatio
reversed version of the type I8 theory. We should then really
be considering anS1 compactification of FH with a Wilson
line Y which breaks theE83E8 gauge symmetry to
SO(16)3SO(16). This has a potentially tachyonic mod
coming from the twisted sector@23#, with mass

m25
L2

4p2a82
2

2

a8
~25!

which becomes tachyonic whenL,2pA2a8. This state
clearly survives theg andg8 projections.

It should be stressed that this is a closed string tach
coming from the lowest winding mode of the twisted sec
of the theory. In addition of course the theory has open str
tachyons coming from the open strings stretched between
D-D̄ when they get within a distancepA2a8 of each other.
The D-branes are attracted to each other and will annihil
due to this, leaving us with a background that will have
negative cosmological constant~due to the negative tensio
of the orientifold anti-orientifold system!. What would one
expect to be the end point of the decay of the closed st
tachyon?
5-7
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The answer to this according to our conjecture should
obtained from the picture of semiclassical vacuum bub
decay that one has whenL.2pA2a8 in analogy with the
corresponding M-theory FH case. Thus as in the FH case
expects this theory to be subject to space time annihilat
One might then conjecture that forL,2pA2a8 also the end
point of the tachyonic decay should also be interpreted as
catastrophic annihilation of the background, even thou
strictly speaking this is not a region where the geometr
argument of Witten is directly applicable.

In the region for which the lowest mode becomes tac
onic L,2pA2a8 the nine-dimensional theory should be r
placed by an appropriateT-dual description. In the super
symmetric case the appropriateT-dual description is the type
I theory. This theory can also constructed from type IIB
gauging the world-sheet parityV ~type IIB or V) and adding
32 D9-branes to cancel the resulting massless RR and N
tadpoles. At strong coupling this theory is described by
weakly coupledHSO(32)

susy theory. See Fig. 5.
For theT dual of type 08 one expects a perturbative d

scription in terms of a nonsupersymmetric analog of typ
theory. Before discussing this theory in detail we use
strong form of our conjecture to anticipate some of its fe
tures. The semiclassical instability in eleven dimensions
nihilates both the gauge degrees of freedom and the sp
time. In the compactification at hand the gauge degree
freedom and the spacetime are described by two diffe
sectors of the theory~the former by open strings and th
latter by closed strings!. The single semiclassical annihilatio
instability of the eleven-dimensional theory should then
scend to two tachyonic instabilities, one leading to the an
hilation of the gauge degrees of freedom and the other le
ing to the annihilation of spacetime@34#.

To construct theT-dual theory we permute the twoZ2
symmetries. In thestrict L→0 limit one is then left with type
0B or V, which has been called type 0 theory~a nonsuper-
symmetric analog of type I!. This theory has been con

FIG. 5. The standard web of dualities obtained by supersymm
ric compactifications of the Horava-Witten theory@25,45#.
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structed in@23,35–37# and indeed contains both open strin
tachyons charged under the gauge symmetry as well a
closed string tachyon~the type 0B tachyon survives theV
projection!. The massless NSNS tadpole contribution f
type 0B orV is twice that in type IIB orV, so to formulate
the type 0B orV theory in flat space~which we expect for
the T-dual description of type 08 in flat space! requires the
addition of 64D9-branes. The absence of massless RR t
poles implies that 32 of these should beD9-branes and the
other 32D9-branes. However the type 0 theories exhibit tw
types of Dp-brane for any givenp distinguished by their
charge under the twisted sector fields@23,37#. If we desig-
nate these byDp8 andDp9, then the massless tadpoles c
be cancelled by addingn D982D98 pairs and 322n D99
2D99 pairs. The resulting gauge symmetry is th
SO(n)3SO(n)3SO(322n)3SO(322n). Of course we
originally had the 16D8-branes and 168D8-branes of type
08, but these are standard type IID8-branes. For finite radius
on theT-dual side the situation can be described by the sp
ting of type II Dp-branes into pairs of type 0
Dp8/Dp9-branes on the dual circle@38#, however some
subtleties for the strictL→0 limit are unresolved@39#. This
is presently under investigation@40#.

This gauge symmetry enhancement is an unusual fea
of Scherk-Schwarz compactifications. The point is that fo
Scherk-Schwarz compactification there are new twisted s
tor states in the theory which only become light asR→0. In
the closed string sector these states form an essential pa
the conjectured relationship between type 0A and M-the
@23# where they become the additional NSNS and RR fie
of type 0A~relative to type IIA!. In the case of open string
they lead to the gauge symmetry enhancement discu
above@40#.

8. Type 0 at strong coupling

Our analysis thus far has been based on perturbative
structions and nonperturbative relations motivated by
tachyon-semiclassical instability conjecture. At this point w
will take an aside from the main line of this paper to com
plete the picture that seems to emerge. If we are bold eno
to push the admittedly speculative results of Sec. II A 7
strong coupling we may expect that theS dual of the type 0
theory discussed above will involve a nonsupersymme
heterotic string theory with a tachyonic instability which
charged under the gauge symmetry. The task then is to id
tify which of the seven candidate theories is appropriate.
should point out the similarity between the limits of FH th
we have been considering and the standard picture for
HW background 5. Where the type 08 theory resulted from
compactifying the FH theory on a circle with a Wilson lineY
breaking theE83E8 to SO(16)3SO(16), we can consider
also compactifying theHE83SO(16) theory on a circle with
the same Wilson lineY. The resultingT-dual description is
the HSO(32) theory @41#. This leads us to conjecture tha
the S-dual of type 0 is described by theHSO(32) string as in
Fig. 6.

An unusual feature of thisS-duality proposal is the
change in rank of the gauge symmetry group. ThoughS du-

t-
5-8
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alities of this type are know in field theory@42#, we know of
no such example in string theory. Of course theS-duality
relationship that we have proposed has its geometric or
in a compactification torus which involves a Scherk-Schw
cycle. The subtleties involved in a strict zero-radius limit f
a Scherk-Schwarz circle should manifest itself when tak
the strong coupling limit of type 0. This mismatch in gau
group rank was pointed out in a closely related context
@43,44#. It also motivated the authors of@37# to conjecture
that the strong coupling dual of the ten-dimensional typ
theory is theD526 bosonic string compactified on th
SO(32) lattice since this is the only possible closed str
theory with a rank 32 gauge group. Our conjecture ste
from a larger scheme of dualities~presented in Fig. 6! akin to
the familiar web of dualities shown in Fig. 5. We find the
similarities very compelling and are presently working
understand the gauge symmetry enhancement issue in
detail @40#.

A standard technique for supportingS-duality conjectures
is to find a stable soliton that becomes light in the stro
coupling limit and identify its fluctuation spectra with that
the fundamental degrees of freedom in the dual theory
type I or heteroticSO(32) duality for instance the massle
fluctuations of the type ID string ~with mass inversely pro-
portional to the string coupling! are identified with world-
sheet fields of theF string in HSO(32)

susy @45#. In particular the
DD open string modes become theF-string fields with
spacetime quantum numbers while theDN open string
modes go over to the current algebra degrees of freedom

Trying to apply this reasoning to the present case imm
diately confronts an ambiguity in that there are two types
nontachyonicD string present in type 0@23,37#. Furthermore
the fluctuation spectrum on eitherD string does not match up
with the world sheet structure of theHSO(32) F string. The
resolution of this ambiguity has already been suggeste
@23# based on observations noted earlier in@46#. The appro-
priate soliton to consider is a bound state of the twoD strings

FIG. 6. The conjectured web of dualities obtained from sim
compactifications of the Fabinger-Horava background; cf. S
II A 6 and II A 7.
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present in the theory. In particular the modes of open stri
stretched between the twoD strings give rise to the world
sheet fermions carrying a spacetime vector index in the d
theory. These bound states are very interesting on their
in so far as they are very Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfie
~BPS!-like despite being nonsupersymmetric. For exam
when parallel two of these bound states exhibit no force
one another in a manner analogous to BPSD strings. In
addition the bound state is decoupled from all of the twis
sector fields in the theory including the bulk tachyon@46#.
Similar proposals have been discussed for the self-dualit
type 0B @23,47#. A thorough understanding of these solito
bound states would provide considerable support for the
ture that we have outlined and is presently under invest
tion.

B. 10D\9D

We now turn to applications of the conjecture for compa
tifications from ten to nine dimensions. Some advanta
over the previous discussion are that any Kaluza-Klein ga
field will now reside in the NSNS sector of the perturbati
string descriptions and there is no coupling interpretation
compact dimensions~thus avoiding problems with stron
coupling extrapolations!.

Perhaps the most important aspect of starting in ten
mensions is that we have at our disposal the full quant
theory ~as opposed to its low-energy effective field theo
limit in the eleven-dimensional case!. Since theM93SR,B

1 is
flat ~though globally nontrivial!, string quantization on this
background is straightforward. We can always reduce
theory to nine dimensions to obtain the corresponding cur
NSNS Melvin backgrounds, but for our purposes the sp
trum calculation in ten dimensions will suffice.

There are numerous supersymmetric ten dimensio
starting points. We will first briefly present the ten
dimensional version of the twisted circle semiclassical ins
bility which parallels Sec. II A 1. This analysis will apply t
any perturbative string theory compactified on a twist
circle @48#. We will then move on to a case by case analy
of the smallR limit. Type IIA or IIB exhibit similar behavior
as do the two heterotic theories. Type I we discuss on
own.

1. Twisted circle M9ÃSR,B
1

Our discussion of the semiclassical instability of twist
circle compactifications in 11D carries over to this case w
little change. We will quickly highlight the results. The ten
dimensional geometry is flat with the nontrivial identific
tions

x9;x912pn1R ~26!

f;f12pn1BR12pn2 .

The ten-dimensional Euclidean Kerr bounce solution is giv
by

s.
5-9
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ds10
2 5S 12

m

r 5S
D dt22

2ma sin2u

r 5S
dtdf

1
S

r 22a22mr 25
dr21Sdu2

1
sin2u

S F ~r 22a2!S2
m

r 5
a2sin2uGdf2

1r 2cos2udV6 . ~27!

To match this bounce solution to the twisted circle ba
ground the black hole mass and angular momentum par
eters (m,a) must satisfy

R5
2m

7r H
6 25a2r H

4
~28!

B5
ar H

5

m
2

a

uauR

where the horizon radiusr H now satisfies

r H
2 5a21

m

r H
5

. ~29!

The decay rate is given by

G;e215p4mR/112G10. ~30!

The post decay evolution of these ten-dimensional th
ries may be addressed by repeating the analysis of
II A 1 everywhere replacingdV6→dV5. The picture is that
of an expanding bubble of nothing with surface isome
groupSO(2)3SO(6). Two aspects of the semiclassical in
stability are important for the discussion in the next secti
First of all the analytically continued bounce solutio
~bubble! constructed in Sec. II A 1 is centered aboutr50 in
the plane defining the twist parameterB. It is difficult to
imagine an off-axis bounce~centered aroundrÞ0) having
the correct asymptotic form to be glued into the decay
spacetime, i.e.,SO(2) isometry defined aboutr50. In ad-
dition the predecay geometry is translationally invaria
along the hyperplane, so one would expect the semi-clas
decay to proceed by nucleating bubbles with a uniform d
tribution along ther50 hyperplane. These bubbles will ex
pand off the hyperplane eventually affecting the geometry
all points in the spacetime. For the critically twisted caseB
51/R the identifications~26! act trivially on the spacetime
and theU(1)3SO(6,1)3SO(2) isometry is restored to a
full U(1)3SO(8,1). Ther50 hyperplane is no longer dis
tinguished and so the geometry will decay by production
spherically symmetric bubbles nucleated throughout
spacetime.
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2. Type IIAÕB

The R,Aa8 limit of the twisted circle compactification
works out very nicely for the type IIA or IIB starting points
The spectra of these theories has been analyzed in deta
@49,50# and we will recount only a few important aspects
their results. Our purpose is to compare these results with
semiclassical instability described above offering support
our conjecture that these instabilites are related.

For uBuÞ0,1/R the (911)-dimensional Lorentz invari-
ance of uncompactified theory is broken
(611)-dimensional Lorentz invariance by the twisted co
pactification. These theories contain tachyonic states in
winding sectors forR,2a8uBu. Combining this with the
limited range of the twist parameter 0<uBu<1/R, we see
that the largest value ofR for which the theory is tachyonic is
R5A2a8 which occurs for the critical twistuBu51/R. When
B50 the theory is supersymmetric and there are of cou
no tachyonic modes. For anyuBuÞ0 the lowest mass state i
a (w51) winding mode in the NS1NS1 sector with a nega-
tive mass shift due to its angular momentum in thef plane.
This arises from a gyromagnetic interaction term in the str
Hamiltonian of the form

2
2BRw

a8
~ ĴR2 ĴL! ~31!

where ĴR ,ĴL are the angular momentum operators in thef
plane. In terms of world-sheet oscillator excitations it is t
same tensor fluctuation that in flat space gives rise to
graviton.

For uBuÞ0, 1/R the winding states@closing only up to
n15w in Eq. ~26!# must not only stretch over the circle, bu
must also stretch to accommodate the arc-length subten
by 2pwBR. This clearly depends on the distancer from the
hyperplane about whichf is defined giving a winding en-
ergy contribution to the string mass of the form

dm25
w2R2

a82
~11r2B2!. ~32!

The tachyonic states in the theory are necessarily wind
states and forBÞ0 it is clear that any finite negative mas
contribution will be canceled for sufficiently large values
r. The tachyonic states are thus effectively localized ab
r50. This fits in nicely with our conjecture relating th
semiclassical instability for largeR to the tachyonic instabil-
ity for small R. In both cases the decay seed is localized
the distinguished hyperplane.

One can go even further and analyze the perturba
spectrum for the critical caseuBu51/R. Naively the argu-
ment based on Eq.~32! would seem to again imply localiza
tion of twisted states. However a careful treatment of str
quantization reveals that for a critical twist the shift in no
mal ordering constant restores the zero mode structure in
f plane@49,50#. The tachyons are no longer localized to t
r50 hyperplane in accord with the delocalization of sem
classical bubble production for the large radius critica
twisted circle. This result is not suprising insofar as we c
5-10
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consider the critically twisted case in terms of trivial circ
compactification with a reversal of spin structure on theSR

1 .
One can argue that theR→0 limit of type IIA or IIB on a
critically twisted~Scherk-Schwarz! can be described by typ
0A or 0B on M93S2R→0

1 which are better described by th
T-dual type 0B or 0A theories onM10 @51#. This leads one to
pose the following question. Suppose we start with type
string theory onM10 which has its usual flat-space tachyo
We wish to connect this tachyon to a semiclassical insta
ity. There appear to be two candidates. Either M theory o
critically twisted circle or type IIB string theory on a criti
cally twisted circle of vanishing radius. Though both ins
bilities lead to the annihilation of spacetime, the first pr
ceeds via an eleven-dimensional bubble geometry while
latter proceeds via a ten-dimensional bubble geometry. T
essentially becomes a question of limits. ThoughM10 re-
sembles in many waysM93SR→`

1 there are global distinc
tions ~for example quantization conditions!. If we are inter-
ested in the type 0A tachyon in strictlyM10 then we should
identify it with the M-theory instability since the limiting
theory is fully ten-dimensional~the compactification radius
playing the role of the coupling!. The Scherk-Schwarz
compactification of type IIB only approaches 0A onM10 as
M93SR→`

1 . However one may still suppose that a simil
ambiguity would hold for type 0A onM93SR

1 whereR is
finite and nonzero. In this case either M theory onM9

3SR11
SS

3SR
1 or type IIB onM93Sa8/2R

SS would seem to work.
However the latter does not T-dualize to type 0A onM9

3SR
1 , but rather to Type 0A onM93S̃a8/2R

SS @52#. Again the
appropriate instability is the M-theory one.

3. Heterotic SO„32…ÕE8ÃE8

The twisted circle semiclassical instability is generic. A
theory with a gravity sector formulated on this backgrou
will decay by nucleating~possibly deformed! bubbles of
nothing. If the twisted circle radius is small enough the se
classical calculation is no longer valid and we believe
same underlying instability should emerge in whatever
scription becomes appropriate. We can push this further
say that since the semiclassical instability is generic then
least for twisted circle compactifications, the correspond
tachyonic instabilities should be generic. For theories w
gauge degrees of freedom this can be a nontrivial issue.

Consider taking either of the supersymmetric hetero
theories and compactifying on a twisted circle. The no
trivial boundary conditions for arbitraryB will affect both
bosons and fermions winding around the compact circle,
should leave massless the nonwinding gauge bosons o
heterotic theory. The gauge symmetry should thus rem
unbroken. It would be natural then to expect that the tac
onic instability will be neutral under the heterotic gau
symmetry. We expect the spectrum of heterotic strings o
twisted circle to be very similar to the spectrum of type
strings on a twisted circle barring the usual differences
tween the spectra of the free theories. A cursory investiga
of the spectrum of these theories in@50# supports this picture
In particular the negative mass contributions attributa
to the gyromagnetic interaction term renders the low
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NS1NS1 states tachyonic. This gauge neutral tachyo
state is exactly what we expect from our conjecture relat
it to the semiclassical instability. The story changes cons
erably if we include a Wilson line along the twisted circ
which breaks the heterotic gauge symmetry to some s
group. In this case the semiclassical instability is associa
with a gauge symmetry breaking compactification and
expect the corresponding tachyons to transform nontrivia
under the unbroken gauge group. The details of the spect
are currently under investigation.

The critical case without a Wilson line poses an intere
ing problem for the heterotic strings. Consider settinguBu
51/R and sending the compactification radius to zero.
the interpolating orbifold argument the resulting descripti
can be described in terms of a nonsupersymmetric st
theory onM10 that is theT dual of the result of twisting the
orginal theory by (21)Fs. Surveying the table of consisten
nonsupersymmetric heterotic strings in Sec. II A 6 we fi
that there is no flat space theory with gauge groupE83E8.
In addition the theory with gauge groupSO(32) exhibits a
tachyon which transforms nontrivially under the gauge gro
in contradiction to the expectations outlined above. The re
lution of this puzzle is what makes the heterotic case
interesting. The two supersymmetric heterotic string theo
are actually invariant under a twist by (21)Fs as pointed out
in @53#. Combined with the self-duality of these theories u
der T duality, the result is that theR→0 limit of a critically
twisted compactification of these theories returns the orig
theory onM93Sa8/R→`

1 . In this case the association is n
between a semiclassical instability on one hand and a ta
onic instability on the other, but rather between semiclass
instabilities both large and small compactification radii. Th
case represents the single exception we have found to
strong form of our conjecture. If we include a Wilson lin
along the critically twisted circle, then theR→0 limit can be
described by theT-duals of the nonsupersymmetric hetero
theories and the delocalized semi-classical instabilities
scend to the bulk tachyons.

Our conjecture then implies that the fate of these theo
after condensation of the closed string tachyon involves
annihilation of spacetime.

This poses a resolution to an issue raised by Suya
@54,55#. Working under the assumption that condensation
the tachyon in the nonsupersymmetric heterotic theo
takes the theories to a stable supersymmetric background
only choices for the end point involve the gauge symmetr
SO(32),E83E8. It was pointed out that condensation of
tachyon transforming nontrivially under a gauge symme
should reduce the rank of the gauge group. However,
ranks of the gauge symmetries for the nonsupersymme
heterotic strings are already as small or smaller than in
two supersymmetric cases. Our conclusion, i.e. that cond
sation of the tachyon leads to an annihilation of the spa
time, avoids this puzzle entirely.

A notable exception is theHSO(16)3SO(16) theory which
exhibits no tachyonic instability. This theory may be o
tained as theT dual of a Scherk-Schwarz orbifold of eithe
HSO(32)

susy or HE83E8
susy with appropriate Wilson lines. One ex
5-11
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pects a semiclassical instability towards spacetime annih
tion, however in this case it is unclear to what the semicl
sical instability descends. However this case is unique in
this particular Scherk-Schwarz compactification generate
positive cosmological constant. For all other Scherk-Schw
compactifications the cosmological constant is negative d
ing the theory towards compactification and thus towards
tachyonic regime. In this case the positive cosmological c
stant generates a potential which pushes the theory tow
decompactification thereby restoring the supersymme
background with which we began.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Our aim in this paper has largely been twofold. On t
one hand we have taken seriously the idea that semiclas
gravitational instabilities in supersymmetry breaking co
pactifications may in certain limits reduce to perturbat
instabilities signaled by the appearance of a closed st
tachyon. In making this identification it is then natural
identify the end point of condensation of the tachyon w
the end point of the semiclassical instability. In every ca
that we have considered the end point involves an annih
tion of the metric degrees of freedom. We have further m
a case for the naturalness of such a catastrophic fate by c
paring these theories to those theories exhibiting open st
tachyons for which extensive evidence has been presen
In both cases the corresponding degrees of freedom are
nihilated.

On the other hand we have used this connection betw
semiclassical instabilities and tachyons to explore a poss
web of dualities involving nonsupersymetric string theori
In particular the eleven-dimensional origins of many non
persymmetric ten-dimensional string backgrounds has b
conjectured and the overall picture appears to hang toge
quite nicely. Our discussion of the limits of the Fabinge
Horava theory constitute to our knowledge the first attem
to extend the type 0A or M-theory relation of Bergman a
Gaberdiel@23# to the heterotic theories@56#.

A by product of our arguments is that Scherk-Schw
compactification is not a very useful tool for constructi
’’

gy

J.
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phenomenological SUSY breaking theories. In this the us
problem has been that the radiusR of the compactification
circle would tend to zero because of the potential that de
lopes at one loop~and higher! @57,58#. Thus the system ap
proaches the tachyonic regime. However one might imag
that this modulus is stabilized either by classical flux ter
or by some nonperturbative quantum effect. One would
course want this stabilization to occur at someR.Aa8 , in
order to avoid having a tachyon~and also usually to ge
smaller than string scale SUSY breaking!. However at such
radii the semiclassical instability of Witten that we discuss
extensively in this paper takes over@59#. It may be possible
of course that the fluxes~or quantum effects! are such as to
stabilize the radius at a large enough value such that
semiclassical decay lifetime is larger than the age of the u
verse, but this strikes us as being somewhat unnatural.

There are a number of outstanding issues associated
our conclusions. First of all a quantitative description of t
condensation of closed string tachyons in a vein similar
the open string case would put all of these speculations o
much firmer footing. The bounce solutions for Scher
Schwarz orbifolds with Wilson lines are under consideratio
These might shed light on a nonperturbative framework
the ‘‘other’’ nonsupersymmetric heterotic theories@60–62#.
Subtleties associated with the zero-radius limit of Sche
Schwarz compactifications are unresolved but under cur
investigation@40#.
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